Clinical Skills Building
Boardroom CSB 3702

Visit the ETMS webpage

*Numbers on images below correspond with written steps.

Present with PC

Present with Laptop

Present with Wireless Video-cast
Present with PC

1. Be sure the PC behind the left TV is turned **ON**

2. Touch the control panel to **Turn On** system
3. By default, the system will display the **PC** on both TVs in dual-monitor mode

4. Sign into **PC** using Western credentials

5. If audio from the computer isn’t playing through the conference speaker phone, verify the volume settings on the **PC**

6. When finished, power down system by selecting **System Off** on the control panel
Present with Laptop

1. There is an **HDMI** input available for the left and right screen

2. Turn on your laptop and plug in the **HDMI** to either the left or right input
3. Touch the control panel to begin, and then select **HDMI/Wireless**

4. When finished, power down by selecting **System Off** on the control panel

Present with Wireless Video-cast
1. Touch the control panel to begin, and then select **HDMI/Wireless**

2. Follow the directions displayed on the TVs

3. When finished, power down by selecting **System Off** on the control panel